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Food Service

The department that keeps most of the student body functioning, the Food Service, is one of the hardest working and least appreciated groups on campus. While the food they serve may not be quite like Mom's, it is most often good and always nutritious. The staff works very hard, and takes pride in what they do. One has only to be present throughout the course of a few meals in either the SUB or Union Avenue Kitchen to fully appreciate the Food Service staff — their work and dedication.
Department of Administration

At UPS, the Department of Administration is both the throne and the power behind the throne. Led by Philip M. Phibbs, University President and David Dodson, Dean of Students, the Administration is the group who can be credited with the increase in the quality and quantity of the student body and the increasing funds available to students for school. They do their job, administering to the University, efficiently and effectively.

President Phibbs's Staff, L to R: George Mills, David Dodson, Wilma Cox, Thomas Davis, Greg Brewis, Philip Phibbs, Ray Bell, Mike Healey. Missing: Shirley Bushnell.

Honorary and Foreign Language

Foreign Language Faculty, Front L to R: Dan Clause, Claudia Mays, Michel Rocchi. Row 2: Esperanza Gurza, Barbara Beckman-Sharon, Renada Hodges, Jackie Martin, Judy Tyson, Gwen Hickman.

Communication and Theater Arts


Business and Public Administration

Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity

Business & Economics


Education Faculty, Front L to R: Linda Cockrell, Joan Rapp, Ray Rousin, Barbara Holme, Grace Kirchner. Row 2: George Miller, Norm Heimgartner, John English, Bob Steiner, Fred Schrank, Bob Hostetter, Dick Hodges.

Education and History

Politics and Government

Comparative Sociology


Plant Department

166
Philosophy and Religion


Art Faculty, L to R: John McCurston, Roa Fields, Kenneth Stevens, Bill Colby, Robert Vogel, Monte Morrison.
Music


Sigma Alpha Iota
The Adelphian

The Madrigal Singers
Concert Choir

The University Jazz Band
Wind Ensemble
The University Symphony Orchestra

The University Chorale
Physical Education

Physical Education Faculty, L to R: Jack Bleckland, Paul Walprof, Dawn Booman, Ron Simonson, Joe Gleason, Pat Riley.
The PE Intramural Staff

Below. The Expeditionary Staff, L to R: Daniel Fall, Paul Wallrof, Nancy Andrews, Chris Arutz, Jim Richie, David Gonzalez.
Occupational Therapy
and
Physical Therapy

SPTA
While many groups bemoan the apathy of today's youth, the Aerospace Studies Department is not one of them. The present freshmen and sophomore classes in this department are noted for their enthusiasm and interest in the programs. Fostering this interest is the Aerospace faculty, with the new professor of Aerospace Studies Colonel Pavlu adding a very professional touch. The ROTC units are enjoying this upsurge of interest, having activity nights and parties to utilize and increase group spirit. The new policy of uniforms all day Tuesday brings pride to the department and respect from the UPS community.

Aerospace Studied and ROTC
Arnold Air Society

ROTC & Learning Skills

**Learning Skills Staff, L to R**: Sharon Bennett, Dorothy Lee, Sharlyn Russell, Diane Harris.
Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics/Computer Science


Faculty; Seated (L to R): Darwin Jorgensen, Scott Sheffield, Beverly Pierson, Ed Herbert. Standing: Earnest Karstrom (chair), Al Robinson, Mike Gardiner, Gert Lee. Missing: Terry Mace, Virginia Adams

Phi Sigma

Seated (L to R): Sheila DeFrank, Linda Morrison-Worley, Carol Spangler, Prof. James Slater, Michelle Pakkala, Paul Chilton, Val Rullman, Dr. Ed Herbert.
Winterim Biology in Hawaii

Biology and Geology

Biology Professors Darwin Jorgenson and Eric Lindgren
